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Welcome 
 
We would like to welcome you to work in the Edith Fitch Department of Archives.  We are so glad you are here to 
help us!   
 
During your orientation you will have time to read through this Student Employee Manual.  Please also take the 
time to peruse the Archives Policy Manual – some of the information will be similar, but some is different.  These 
manuals will give you a very good idea of what we do here in the Archives office and what your responsibilities 
will be. 
 
If you have any questions during orientation or later, please ask!  We would much rather you ask questions than do 
something wrong and have to spend time correcting.  There are no stupid questions. 
 
We are looking forward to working with you! 
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Job Description 
 

Would you enjoy going behind the scenes at the Burman University Archives? 

Would you like to learn more about Burman University’s history while researching, 
documenting, and organizing archival materials? 

The Edith Fitch Department of Archives is a unique reference facility for anyone interested in the development of 
Burman University.  The collection contains photographs, local newspapers, yearbooks, campus publications, school 
records, and many other interesting materials! 

Archives student workers will work individually or in a team with Archives staff to assist with projects to enhance 
student and faculty access to archival resources, and the values, uses, and interpretive potential of these materials. 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

o An interest in or knowledge of university and/or local history 
o A basic understanding of research methods 
o Respect for the handling of delicate and old material 
o Good communication skills – written and oral 
o Good organizational ability for tracking and documenting sources 
o Must be 16 years+ 

ACTIVITIES: 

Archives employees may undertake a variety of activities, from researching and documenting themes or topics 
relating to the collections, to the identification and clipping of newspaper articles for reference files.  Computer-
adept volunteers may spend time entering data and information regarding collections into the database.  
Employees may also help make our extensive photograph collection available to the public electronically by 
scanning images. 

If you are offered a student worker placement with the Edith Fitch Department of Archives, you will be required to 
attend an office orientation.  This will provide information you will need in order to complete your duties, as well as 
brief you on security and confidentiality requirements. 

Please note that the Edith Fitch Department of Archives office is not wheelchair accessible, and student workers will 
need to be able to navigate a small office, and lift and carry heavy boxes. 

TIME COMMITMENT: 

A minimum of ten hours a week, preferably on consistent days.  The Edith Fitch Department of Archives office is 
open Mondays-Thursdays, 9am-12pm.  Work hours can be arranged outside these designated office hours. 
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History of the Archives 
 

The Archives had its beginning in January 1997 when Bob Tetz, then Vice President for Development, asked Willis 
Clark, a former teacher and staff member of CUC, to sort and identify a box of old pictures.  Willis was overwhelmed 
with the task and asked Edith Fitch, a long time CUC supporter and retired elementary teacher to assist him.  However, 
what was expected to be a short-term assignment turned out to be a task with no end in sight! 

Norma Vatcher, a former CJC student, joined the Archives team in the fall of 1997 and Maj-Britt Rusk, a teacher 
and former staff member, in 2000 (retired in May, 2014).  What began as filing pictures expanded to including 
printed information with emphasis on CUC/PAA.  This again expanded to include information on Alberta churches 
and church schools as well as other Canadian Conferences, SDA church histories, SDA media and institutions, and 
articles written by former students.  Over 3,000 file cards of handwritten information were stored in baskets.  When 
computers became the mode of filing information, the file cards were shredded in the summer of 2013. 

In June 2015 the department was renamed the Edith Fitch Department of Archives, in honour of all the work Edith 
Fitch has done for the department.  As Edith’s health began to fail, she encouraged university administration to hire 
someone to maintain the Archives department. In August 2015, Adorée Hatton was hired as the first paid University 
Archivist, to continue the work that Edith had started as a long-time volunteer.  Also at this time, the management of 
the department was transferred from the Office of Advancement to the Burman University Library.  It was felt that 
with the hiring of an archival professional, the Archives department would have more in common with the mandate 
of the Library than it would with the Office of Advancement.  

Currently, the department is working on continuing digitization projects, including submitting many of its photos and 
documents to the Adventist Digital Library.  It also keeps up with day to day publications, making sure they are 
recorded in the database.  Time is also spent finding requested information and establishing relationships with faculty 
and students. 
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Mandate 
 

Purpose 
The Archives at Burman University serves as the repository for special collections materials and supports research by 
a wide range of patrons including undergraduates, faculty, and other scholars whose work relies on primary resource 
materials, including rare books, manuscripts, media, digital files, and archival records.  The Archives develops its 
collection primarily to support the potential curricular and research needs of the faculty and students of Burman 
University; thus the collection encompasses the broad sweep of a liberal arts education.  The University Archivist is 
primarily responsible for the development of the collection, in consultation with the Librarian of the University, 
members of the faculty, colleagues in the Library, and the department staff. 

The department has also been designated as the repository for all records of the University of permanent historical 
value, and in support of that mission collects a wide range of records documenting the history of the University, 
including records pertaining to academic programs and courses on instruction, academic departments and committees, 
administrators and administrative offices.  Further, the department collects a wide range of historical and 
biographical records relating to alumni, faculty, staff, and other individuals connected with the University. 

Mission 
The collecting mission of the Archives is threefold: 

1. To preserve the official records of administrators and administrative offices; academic programs and courses 
of instruction; and academic departments and committees, insofar as they have permanent historical value. 

2. To acquire, preserve, and provide access to a wide range of primary research materials in their original 
formats, including books, manuscripts, archives, audio-visual materials, objects, realia, and other items in 
support of the educational and research activities of its various constituencies. 

3. To acquire, preserve, and provide access to private collections from the university community of individuals 
and organizations who have had a significant influence upon the university community, particularly 
documenting the activities of students and faculty.  The collections of faculty members document not only their 
contribution to the university but also the full range of their teaching and research interests.  This is 
accomplished through the following goals: 

a. To tabulate all relevant information relating to the historical aspects and current events involving the 
growth and ongoing maintenance of Burman University as an institution;  

b. To collate pertinent personal information of all previous and present members of the faculty, staff 
and students;  

c. To store all source material appropriately;  
d. To make available to the Burman administration and development offices any information needed 

to enhance their respective needs;  
e. To make the academic public and all alumni aware of the rich heritage of this institution; 
f. To provide personal information as requested by family members, class officers or others involved 

in research; and  
g. To store/display historical artifacts. 

 
Our mission to acquire and preserve records is coupled with a commitment to outreach and access.  Records are 
described according to the Rules for Archival Description (RAD), the current Canadian standard for archival 
description, published by the Canadian Council of Archives. As the Archives moves forward, one goal is to mount 
regular exhibitions both in the Burman University library, and online.  We are committed to collaborating with the 
Adventist Digital Library to digitize collection records and make them freely available through the worldwide web.  
We hope to regularly host group visits to the Archives for tours and classroom instruction sessions.  Whenever possible 
we seek to collaborate with faculty and students to incorporate the Archives collection into the undergraduate 
curriculum.  
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Code of Ethics for Archivists in Canada 
 

Principles 
Archivists appraise, select, acquire, preserve, and make available for use archival records, ensuring their 
intellectual integrity and promoting responsible physical custodianship of these records, for the benefit of present 
users and future generations. 

Archivists have a responsibility to ensure that they and their colleagues are able to perform these and other 
professional activities in an environment free of discrimination and sexual or personal harassment. 

Archivists encourage and promote the greatest possible use of the records in their care, giving due attention to 
personal privacy and confidentiality, and the preservations of records. 

Archivists carry out their duties according to accepted archival principles and practices, to the best of their abilities, 
making every effort to promote and maintain the highest possible standards of conduct. 

Archivists contribute to the advancement of archival studies by developing personal knowledge and skills, and by 
sharing this information and experience with members of archival and related professions. 

Archivists use their specialized knowledge and experience for the benefit of society as a whole. 

Applications of Principles 
 Appraisal, Selection, and Acquisition 

Archivists appraise, select, and acquire records in accordance with their institutions’ mandates and 
resources. These activities should be guided by consideration for the integrity of the fonds.  Archivists 
document the criteria which governed the acquisition of records. 

Archivists do not compete for acquisitions when competition would endanger the safety of the records; they 
cooperate to ensure the preservation of records in repositories where they can be effectively managed 
and used. 

Archivists, in determining acquisition, take into full consideration such factors as authority to transfer, 
donate, or sell; financial arrangements, implications, and benefits; plans for processing; copyright, and 
conditions of access.  Archivists discourage unreasonable restrictions on access or use, but may accept as a 
condition of acquisition clearly stated restrictions of limited duration and should suggest such restrictions to 
protect personal privacy.  Archivists observe all agreements made at the time of transfer or acquisition. 

Archivists appraise the monetary value of records for purchase or tax benefit for donation based on fair 
market value of the records at the time of purchase or deposit and in keeping with the principles, 
guidelines, and regulations established by relevant appraisal bodies and the government. 

Preservation 
Archivists endeavor to protect the intellectual and physical integrity of the records in their care.  Archivists 
document all actions which may alter the record. 

Archivists who find it necessary to deaccession archival records should make every effort to contact the 
donors or their representatives, and inform them of the decision.  Archivists endeavor to offer the records 
to other repositories in preference to destruction.  Archivists document all decisions and actions taken with 
regard to deaccessioning. 
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Availability and Use 
Archivists arrange and describe all records in their custody in order to facilitate the fullest possible access 
to and use of their records. 

Archivists make every attempt possible to respect the privacy of the individuals who create or are the 
subjects of records, especially those who had no voice in the disposition of the records.  Archivists should 
not reveal or profit from information gained through work with restricted records 

Archivists inform users of any restrictions on access and use placed on records.  Archivists should apply all 
restrictions equitably. 

Archivists should endeavor to inform users of copyright restrictions on records, and inform users that it is 
their own responsibility to obtain copyright clearance from the copyright owners. 

Archivists protect each users’ right to privacy with respect to information sought or received, and records 
consulted.  Archivists may inform users of parallel research by others only with the prior agreement of the 
individuals concerned. 

Professional Conduct 
Archivists who use their institutions’ records for personal research and/or publication must make these 
activities known to both their employers and to others using the same records.  Archivists, when undertaking 
personal research, must not use their knowledge of other researchers’ findings without first notifying those 
researchers about the use intended by the Archivist. 

Archivists who acquire records personally, should inform their employers of their acquisition activities, 
should not compete for acquisitions with their own repositories, should not use privileged information 
obtained as a consequence of their employment to further these personal acquisition interests, and should 
maintain appropriate records of their acquisitions. 

Advancement of Knowledge 
Archivists share their knowledge and experience with other archivists for their mutual professional 
development. 

Archivists share their specialized knowledge and experience with legislators and other policy-makers to 
assist them in formulating policies and making decisions in matters affecting the record keeping 
environment. 
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Policies 
 

When you are clocked in and on duty, you are a representative of the Edith Fitch Department of Archives, the 
Library, and Burman University. Your actions and the statements you make should reflect positively on the 
department.   

The Edith Fitch Department of Archives is a department of the university library.  Your supervisor will be the 
Archivist, who is responsible to the Librarian. 

Confidentiality 
Burman University places a high level of responsibility and trust in its employees especially those who handle 
human resources data. As part of your duties, you have access to confidential records and information regarding 
the University, its employees, consultants and agents. With respect to these records and information, and all other 
confidential and proprietary Burman University information and records, you agree to the following:  

1. I acknowledge the confidentiality of all employee information and records and other confidential and 
proprietary University information and records. I agree that this information will not be revealed to or 
distributed to or discussed with anyone other than the appropriate, designated supervisor or other 
University officials.  

2. I will not attempt to alter, change, modify, add, or delete employee record information or University 
documents unless doing so is part of my assigned job duties.  

3. I will access only the information specified and authorized by my supervisor. Access to information 
should be through normal office procedures for obtaining specific access to the information in written 
documents, computer files, or other University information.  

4. I understand that failure to abide fully by the above agreement is grounds for immediate discipline, 
up to and including termination of employment. Burman University reserves the right to perform access 
audits of the system periodically and without prior notification. 

5. You will have access to the Archives computer account; you are expected to use this with discretion.  Do 
not use it to access student records, confidential information, or for your personal use. 

Security 
Know the location of the nearest first aid kit – if you are injured on the job, contact your supervisor immediately; 
after your injury is attended to, he/she will direct you to fill out Incident Report Form.  

Know what to do in case of fire alarm, severe weather, or lockdown. Review the “Emergency Procedures and 
Safety Information” flipchart. 

You will be given a key for access to this office outside of office hours.  Do not use this key at any time other than 
your designated work hours. 

There are keys available in the office for access to the Archives storage rooms.  Only use these during your 
designated work hours, and for tasks requiring access. 

If you turn on the heaters, make sure you turn them off before you leave! 

Please make sure the back door is locked at all times. 

Time Cards / Pay Periods 
Student employees will be required to complete a time card every month (to be kept in the Student Employee file 
in the Archive Office filing cabinet. 

 When filling out time cards, always round to the nearest 5. 
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For example:  

2hours:35minutes would be 2.58. 

4hours:15 minutes would be 4.25 

45minutes would be 0.75. 

 Time card totals must be completed using hundredths of an hour, not Hours:Minutes. 
o 5 minutes = 0.08 
o 10 minutes = 0.16 
o 15 minutes = 0.25 
o 20 minutes = 0.33 
o 25 minutes = 0.42 
o 30 minutes = 0.50 
o 35 minutes = 0.58 
o 40 minutes = 0.67 
o 45 minutes = 0.75 
o 50 minutes = 0.83 
o 55 minutes = 0.92 
o 1 hour = 1.0 

 Time cards must be turned in at the end of the month (you will receive an email with the exact date 
and time it needs to be submitted by).  Before you can submit it, get the Archivist to sign it, and to fill 
out a Nine-In-Five form.  Make a copy of your time card and the Nine-In-Five form to keep in your 
file, and submit your time card to the Accounting Office in the Administration Building. 

 Paychecks are either applied to your school account, or automatically deposited in your bank, this is 
your choice.  You make these arrangements with the Accounting Office and Student Finance. 

 Paychecks are paid on the 10th of each month (or the Friday before if the 10th falls on a weekend). 

Schedules and Absences 
You and your supervisor will coordinate your work schedule at the beginning of each semester.  If, from time to 
time, an exam, paper, deadline, or event requires changing the work schedule, your supervisor must be contacted 
before the absence, and arrangements made for making up the hours. 

In the case of absences due to illness, please notify your supervisor directly. 

Absences not handled according to the above procedures are considered unexcused absences.  Three unexcused 
absences in the same Academic Year constitutes grounds for termination. 

You are expected to be on time or be a few minutes early for your shift.  Arriving more than 10 minutes late 
constitutes ½ of an unexcused absence.  If you are going to be late due to unavoidable circumstances, let your 
supervisor know in advance why and when you can be expected. 

If you are working a 4-hour shift you are allowed a 15 minute break around the middle of your shift.  This break is 
not to be taken within the first or last hour of your shift. 

You are expected to maintain your work schedule throughout the semester, including mid-terms and finals.  If you 
do need to work at alternate times during finals, work out an alternate schedule with your supervisor at least two 
weeks before finals. 

You are not required to work during school holidays, but may choose to do so if you desire.  Please discuss this with 
your supervisor the week before a holiday. 

Computer Access 
The curved desk near the front of the office is for use by the Archivist.  It is considered Workstation 1 and has a 
laptop that may or may not be in the office when you work.  You will not need to work at this desk, or on the 
laptop. 
 
The second desk is Workstation 3 (in the middle of the room).  This is the computer you will use most often.  
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The third desk (on the back wall of the office) is Workstation 2.  This is often used by volunteers in the Archives 
office.  You may do some work on this computer. 
The login that you will use is archives@burmanu.ca.  The password is “hivesARC2017”.  Please make sure that you 
use this with discretion – it also provides you with access to the Archives email service. 
 

Professionalism 
Always maintain a professional demeanor, even when working with or helping friends and/or family 
members. Personal conversations should be kept to a minimum. Personal phone calls should be avoided 
during your shift. Keep cell phone ringers on silent or vibrate during your shift. Use of noise-cancelling 
IPods/MP3 players and other electronic devices is prohibited during most work situations.  You may listen 
to music, but please make sure you can hear all telephones and/or security alarms. 

Office Hours 
The Edith Fitch Department of Archives is open Mondays-Thursdays, 9:00am-12:00pm.  If you work during 
these hours, it is your responsibility to open the curtains, greet patrons, and answer the phone.  If you work 
outside of these hours, please keep the curtains closed and allow the phone to go to voicemail. 

Courtesy 
Your supervisor will tell you how he/she wants you to greet patrons or answer the phone.  Be courteous 
and speak clearly.  If appropriate, take an accurate, concise message for the Archivist. 

Non-Work Activities 
Your assigned work is your first priority. In most situations, university equipment should not be used for 
personal purposes - including email - during work time. You may not download screen savers, wallpaper, 
games, chat programs, file-sharing programs, or other software onto university-owned computers.  

Personal Appearance 
Burman University wishes to present a professional image to the different individuals and constituencies 
visiting the campus. You are expected to exercise common sense, be clean and neat, and dress in a 
manner that is in keeping with your responsibilities. Please ask your supervisor if you have any concerns. 

Discrimination and Harassment 
ALL EMPLOYEES OF THE ARCHIVES AND ALL USERS SHOULD BE ABLE TO EXPECT RESPECTFUL 
TREATMENT. Burman University has procedures to address allegations of discrimination on the basis of 
race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, disability, sexual orientation; as well as sexual or other 
types of harassment. If you believe you are a victim of discrimination or harassment, speak to your 
supervisor, or take action as outlined in the Burman University Student Handbook. 
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Orientation and Training 
Orientation 
During the first two weeks of employment an orientation training session is held. You will receive an introduction to 
the Archives and an overview of the policies contained in this manual. All new student employees are required to 
attend, and are paid for attendance.  

Training Period 
All new student employees are considered to be under a training period for one semester (or the summer, if 
applicable).  This allows time for the employee to determine his or her satisfaction with the position and for the 
supervisor to evaluate the employee’s performance.  During this time, the supervisor will provide guidance, 
feedback, and any necessary support.  Both parties will promptly discuss any difficulties that arise.  Employment 
will continue if the employee has demonstrated consistent satisfactory performance and knowledge of policies and 
procedures.  Unsatisfactory performance could lead to non-continuation of employment after the training period.  
Your supervisor will let you know in advance if this is a possible outcome.  Your performance will be documented 
on a Training Evaluation Form filled out by the supervisor (see Appendix A). 

Tasks 
 
DAILY: 

 Record Climate data (follow “Climate” procedures). 

 Mail 
o Check the incoming mailbox for any letters or parcels.   
o Open any envelopes or packages.  If they contain a conference magazine or newsletter, add them 

to the “Conference Magazines” file at Workstation 3 and throw away the envelope. 
o If they contain any donated materials, put them (including the envelope) in the Archivist’s file 

labeled “Donations”.  
o If they contain information requests, fill out an “Information Request” form with the basic 

information, paperclip that with the request and the envelope, and put it in the Archivist’s file 
labeled “Information Requests” 

 File any documents that have been processed by the Archivist.  They can be found in the “Filing” inbox on 
the work table in the Document Storage office. 

 Record and file any obituaries.  These can be found in the “Obituaries” inbox on the Workstation 3 desk.  
Also check the “Announcements/Obituaries” folder in the Archives email account (follow the procedures for 
“Obituaries”). 

 
TWICE A WEEK: 

 Create and post a Facebook status for the Archives office 

 Link Facebook post to Twitter 
 
ONCE A WEEK: 

 Check the email folder “To Be Saved in DB”.  Record any information found in these emails in the Access 
database (follow the procedures for “Database”). 

 Check the email folder “To Be Saved in GD”.  Download any documents or pictures found in these emails 
and process them according to “Google Drive” procedures. 

 Download and process Flickr photos. 

 Process Conference Magazines and Newsletters (follow the procedures for “Conference Magazines”). 
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ONCE A MONTH: 
 Maintain our display cases (ask Archivist for monthly themes). 

o Small Display pedestal 
o Large Display pedestal 
o Large Display case 

 
YEARLY: 

 Update the Student Roster (including summer school students) and add students to database. 

 Download and OCR the Academic Calendar. 

 Get a digital version and OCR the following publications: 
o Burman University yearbook 
o PAA Yearbook 
o Faces book 
o Alberta Conference Directory 

 
AND ANY OTHER TASKS ASSIGNED TO YOU BY THE ARCHIVIST. 
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Performance Evaluation 
Semester Evaluation 
During your employment, your supervisor will provide guidance, feedback and any necessary support. At the end 
of each semester or summer session, your supervisor will fill out a form evaluating your performance. You will have 
an opportunity to review this form, and add comments; you will be asked to sign the form, which indicates that you 
have received and discussed its content, and does not necessarily acknowledge that you agree with it. If you 
receive a “Fully Successful,” “Commendable,” or “Exemplary” evaluation at the end of the semester or summer 
session, you will receive a $0.10/hour raise. 

Unsatisfactory Performance 
It is important that all student employees perform to the best of their abilities at all times. There may be occasions 
when an employee performs at an unsatisfactory level, violates a policy, or commits an act that is inappropriate. 
Supervisors will use a documented progressive disciplinary process as follows: 

1. Verbal Warning: for minor incidents of policy infractions or substandard work performance. Your 
supervisor will document verbal warnings by recording the time and reason for the warning, and will 
save this information in written or electronic format. 

2. Written Warning: for more serious violations of policy, continuation of above incidents or continuation 
of substandard work performance. Your supervisor will document this type of warning using the 
Corrective Action Form for Student Employees (See Appendix A) - signature of student required. This 
will clearly spell out the corrective action that should be taken by the employee, a deadline for such 
action, and consequences if action is not taken. By signing the document, you are not acknowledging 
that you agree with it, merely that you have received and discussed its content (See the “Appeals 
Process” if you disagree with the document). Your supervisor will keep the Corrective Action Form in 
his/her files and notify the Librarian that a written warning has been issued. 

3. Discharge – this will be the result of either the consequences of not taking corrective action after a 
written warning, or a serious infraction as outlined below. No student employee will be discharged 
without consultation between the supervisor, and, if appropriate, the Librarian, who may consult 
independently with the student. 

Grounds for Immediate Dismissal 
(Note: these are grounds, not reasons for automatic dismissal; decisions will be made on a case-by-case basis, and 
only after the supervisor has consulted with student employee managers and the Librarian of the College): 

 VIOLATION OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
 COMPROMISING SAFETY AND SECURITY 
 Improper use or tampering with the Libraries’ online catalog or databases 
 Working under the influence of alcohol/drugs 
 Destruction of property – willful or careless 
 Fighting 
 Falsification of employment application 
 Deliberate misrepresentation of hours worked 
 Theft of money or property 

Appeals Process 
If you feel that your supervisor has violated or misapplied any terms of your employment, you have been unfairly 
treated in regards to a verbal or written warning, or have been discharged without just cause, Grinnell College 
has established the following 3-step progressive procedure to handle such matters: 
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 Step One: Begin with conversation between you and the immediate supervisor involved. 
 Step Two: If the matter is not resolved, you may appeal to the Librarian. 
 Step Three: If a satisfactory written answer is not given then a written complaint may be submitted by 

the student employee to the Director of Human Resources. 

Conclusion of Employment 
Near the end of the each semester, you will be asked to indicate your intentions for continuing your employment in 
the Archives for the upcoming semester. 

If you are planning a semester off campus for study or other leave, and are interested in continuing your 
employment at the Archives when you return, let us know. If your previous performance was satisfactory, we usually 
can place you in a position in the Archives upon your return, but cannot guarantee this. 

For most students, their employment at the Archives concludes with their graduation from Burman University. Some 
students also terminate their employment at the end of a semester, in order to study off-campus, take another 
campus job, or due to a heavy course load. A student employee may, of course, resign at any time – we do ask 
that you give us two weeks’ notice, if possible.  
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Appendix A: Forms 
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Appendix B: Emergency Contingency Plan 
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Emergency Contingency Plan 
 

 

 

Introduction 

The purpose of this plan is to provide a basic guide for response to and recovery from disasters affecting the 
Archives holdings.  It is designed to assist archives staff, as well as other University personnel who are responsible 
for maintaining public records. 

This plan complements the Burman University Emergency procedures and Administration Building Emergency Plan. 

This disaster and recovery plan will be revised, reviewed and updated annually by the University Archivist 
(currently Adorée Hatton) in collaboration with the building manager (currently Darrell Huether). 

Response to Emergencies 

1. Most importantly, safeguard human life.  Follow the procedures in the Burman University Emergency 
Flipchart.  This contains procedures for: 

a. Civil Disturbance or Demonstration 
b. Tornado 
c. Suspicious Package/Mail 
d. Major Utilities Failure 
e. Medical Emergency 
f. Fire 
g. Building Evacuation 
h. Bomb Threat 
i. First Aid Instructions 
j. Violent Crime/Active Shooter 
k. Disturbing, Disruptive, Self-Destructive or Threatening Behaviours 

2. Once the incident has ended and you have received clearance to re-enter the building, assess and contain 
the damage to collections if it is possible to do so safely. 

3. Salvage as many archives materials as possible, beginning with the rarest collections. 
4. Staff of departments other than the library should focus on saving vital operational records first; then 

prioritize salvage of remaining items. 
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